
Chapter 146

The new heads of the Great Four and many underground figures were gathered in the villas The head of the Xaviers, Hector.
The current head of the Fraisers, Melvin. The current head of the Wilsons, Kelvin. The current head of the Zimmermans,
Drake. 

These four people were considered the most influential figures in Cansington 

Apart from those from the Capital, they were the real bigwigs of Cansington. 

However, at this moment, they all wore very serious expressions. 

In addition to these four, there were many other people present. One of them was in his fifties, slightly chubby, and wore a
white vest with a gold necklace. A parrot sat on his shoulders as he played with a luminous white pearl. 

“What should we do now, Dawson?” 

Hector glanced at the middle-aged man who was playing with a pearl. 

The man was none other than Peter Dawson, who went by Dawson 

Peter glanced at the ferocious-looking man beside him, who had a long scar on his face and was missing one finger. “What do
you think, Greg?” asked Peter. The other man was Greg, who went by his nickname Nine Fingers. Greg said disdainfully,
“What is there to be afraid of?”. “You guys don’t seem to understand the seriousness of this matter. My brother was killed. Now,
the Xaviers has been completely banned from leaving Cansington,” said Hector. “Is Rowena still refusing to name this person?”
Melvin glanced at him and asked. 

“The Blithe King supposedly took care of the ghost-masked man. Why is there still such news being spread around? Does the
ghost-masked man have accomplices?” Kelvin frowned. “I can’t wait to see how capable this person is. Don’t worry, guys. I’ve



already made arrangements to bring five thousand of my men to the Cadens’ cemetery in eight days. We’ll go together and see
what he can do to us,” Greg said furiously. 

Peter nodded. “Yes, I agree. I’ve got a lot of men. We’ll head there together when the time comes.” 

There were plenty of people from the underworld gathered. They were paid and employed by the Great Four. “Dawson, Nine
Fingers, we will firmly stand by your side. I can dispatch one hundred well trained men.” 

“I’ll bring a dozen men too!” “Count me in! I’ll bring three hundred men!” 

These underworld bosses shouted their willingness to stand together one after another. 

The three heads of the Great Four were immediately relieved. Only Hector was still worried. 

He had never seen Rowena so scared before and sensed that something bad was about to happen. 

However, he had no other choice. It was too much to ask for him to lead his family members to the Cadens’ cemetery to kneel
and kill themselves. He simply could not do it. He was left with no choice but to fight to the death. 

“Hmph. The sole survivor of the Cadens… We will head to the Candens’ cemetery in eight days, and as long as he shows up,
we will bury him together with his family!” Kelvin said with an indifferent expression. “I’m relieved to have you all here. You can
rest assured that I will keep my word. Once we overcome this obstacle, the Zimmermans will give thirty percent of our shares
as a reward to everyone,” said Drake. “The Wilsons will also give thirty percent of our shares to reward everyone. We shall get
through this together. I can’t wait to see what this Cadens’ survivor is capable of doing!” Melvin nodded in agreement. 

“Haha….” 

Laughter echoed throughout the villa. These people seemed to have pictured the fate of the Cadens’ survivor. Henry reported
the discovery of the Great Four’s gathering. The Great Four’s secret gathering was unable to stay hidden from Henry. 



Common Clinic 

Henry explained everything that the Great Four had discussed during their gathering, James’ face sank after hearing the
report. 

Bang! 

He slammed his hands on the table. The wooden table was shattered into pieces. 

Scarlett, who was beside him, trembled in fear and almost fell off her chair. 

“James, the Great Four, Dawson, and Nine Fingers have a death wish. According to the results of their discussion, there will be
more people than expected gathering at the Cadens’ cemetery. The combined forces of all parties will add up to at least ten
thousand people. Should we deal with them in advance?”
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